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About This Game

Origami Flight is a sidescrolling 2D shoot' em up where you control a paper airplane with a simple but challenging mission: to
save the Origami World.

It all starts when a 8-years-old boy decides to take a nap after folding a new paper airplane. As he falls asleep, he enters the
Origami World. As soon as he enters this new world, an evil threat shows up in the shape of a Fox Origami. The Tsuru, the most
traditional origami, are attacked and evil spreads corruption throughout the world. Now addressed as the Hero, he receives from

the Wizard Origami the power to restore the world to its former and peaceful self.

Free the Tsuru, beat the Fox and save the world! Fly, you fool!

Key features:

 Six challenging stages with paper and crayon aesthetics!

 Six different power-ups!

 Beat multiple enemies with a single Mega Shot and get a damage shield!

 Huge variety of enemies!

 Exciting soundtrack!
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 You can also learn how to fold some of origami!
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so i bought this but it has not downloaded to my game at all and i cannot find it anywhere in my profile even though it says it is
already in my library...some help?. Horizontal shoot-em-up with about a dozen platform levels spanning four stages plus
unlockable difficulties and challenges. You have a single-target beam and a multi-target arc beam at your disposal, can choose
which to power up with drops and switch between them, and the direction you're facing, with the press of a button.

The only problem with the game is that the maneuverability and inertia are quite poor and really affect your performance. A
decent game otherwise, with learning to use both beam types at the right time being essential to progress and survive.
Leaderboards for pretty much everything and the game looks great. Doubt I would buy it again if given the chance though due
to the terrible piloting.. Baron Reaves went down on me on my second playthrough

10\/10 would play again.. The horror. The horror.. It's a precision platformer somewhat similar to Super Meat Boy. You control
a little guy and have to avoid traps to complete the level. The unique feature of this game is the robot arm, that helps you to
solve some puzzles. Unfortunetaly, I felt it was mostly a gimmick; it was not very well incorporated into the levels. In the later
levels you mostly just control the guy, and the robot is used for only a little bit. Had the level design been better, this game could
have been great. The way it is now, though, I can still give it a weak recommendation. Get if you like challenging platformers
and would like to try this innovative gimmick, and if it is on sale.. without season pass game looks like wwe 2k16.5 season pass
make it 2k17. I've played this game since 2009 when it was released by Matrix. I really love the space map as it's easy to
navigate, great to look at and shows everything you need to know. One of the biggest difference to other 4x games is that each
race has it's own goals. So it's not so much about conquer everyone but to achieve your own objectives (happiness etc.). The
game is really complete with very different races to play with. While the combat could still be better, i really like it because you
can lead many ships as well as ground troops on a single screen. This game is a classic and any 4x player should have it in it's
Library.

Some special key aspects:

- This game works great on Windows tablets (surface etc) without any touchpad or mouse. Perfect to play it on the go (train
etc.)
- The game scales really well on any screen sizes i've played it on.
- Multiplayer by pbem is easy and great.. It's good and adds useful new parts and a mission system but the upcoming breaking
ground DLC looks like it will be better.. Very cool game and very difficult. I am getting better at it :)
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I love adventure RPGs. I have spent well over fifty hours on this game, offline, and have not yet gotten tired with it. I highly
recommend this game if you are interested in medieval fantasy RPGs.. This is a fun puzzle game to figure out once. I don't
recommend paying more than $5 though.. This game goes so much further than you would think from the trailers. Its fun and
full of surprises.. It's a good game, and it shows a lot of potential it's just really buggy. It's almost impossible to get a good
review on your phones. It's a little laggy. There's a few other bugs, but otherwise I like this game a lot. It has a lot of potential
and if the developers just got more involved with updating, this could be a really good game.. i played, then i cried as i heared
my daughters beg for mercy.
now this game sits of the spots of game that i can but will not finish
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